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Editorial

This year appears to be the year of the information superhighway and maybe also the year of the superhype! We have been presented with new operating systems for those who are using the Windows environment and new challenges for those who are producing interactive CD-ROMs in the Australia on CD series of grants and also the Australian Government funded Cooperative Multimedia Centres. The upshot of all this activity will undoubtedly be to create an aware nation which is not only consuming the new technologies but actively pursuing ways in which they might be applied.

In the next issue we already have several articles about the role of the Internet in learning: I would encourage anyone who is interested in using networked learning to submit ideas for inclusion. The editorial board of AJET is examining the use of the Internet in distributing this journal to members more effectively and with greater discussion about the issues we are addressing. There is already an online discussion called Edtech-Aus and if you are interested in contributing to the news of those interested in using technologies in learning you should consider joining.

I welcome as always your creative contributions.

John Hedberg
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